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As is previously discussed (1,2), thermal history- and thermoelastic 
stress models (3) indicate that if the moon was initially totally molten, it 
should have young, shallow thrust faults in the highlands and compressional 
moonquakes (a subclass of the HFT moonquakes) with maximum stress drops in the 
1 to ~3 kbar range should be occurring on these faults. In contrast, thermo- 
elastic stress calculations (4,5) for magma ocean models (models initially 
molten only in the outer few 100 km) indicate that the highlands should be free 
from any such young, shallow thrust faults and the crust should be seismically 
quiet. We discuss here the results of a study conducted to determine the stress 
drops of the observed HFT moonquakes. 

According to the thermoelastic stress calculations for an initially to- 
tally molten moon (3), tectonic moonquakes can be occurring in two regions in 
the outer 2200 km of the moon. These regions are 1) the upper most mantle be- 
tween the depths of 80 and 200 km where tensional moonquakes with maximum 
stress drops in the 100 bar range should occur and 2) the outer 5 to 10 km of 
the crust where compressional moonquakes with maximum stress drops in the 1 to 
>3 kbar range should occur. Binder and Lange (3) suggest that the HFT or shal- 
low moonquakes (6) are the moonquakes predicted by their stress model. This 
suggestion is supported by Nakamura et al's (7) finding that most, but not all 
of the observed HFT1s occurred between the crust-mantle boundary and a maximum 
depth of 200 km and Goins' (8) analysis which indicates that the inversion of 
the travel time data for the eight best observed HFT's has the smallest vari- 
ance when these HFT's are assumed to have occurred at- or within 50 km of the 
surface. Also, Lamrnlein (9) has calculated the focal depths of several of the 
HFT1s and his results also suggest that most of these moonquakes occurred in 
the upper most mantle and that a few occurred in the upper most crust. However, 
the uncertainties in these focal depth (and epicenter location) calculations 
are, at best, on the order of +lo0 km. Thus Lammlein's results can not be used 
with any certainty to define the focal depth of any individual HFT or to deter- 
mine if the HFT's fall into upper mantle- and shallow crustal groups. Thus, 
currently, the only way to attempt to use the seismic data to distinguish be- 
tween the magma ocean model and the initially totally molten model is to try to 
determine the stress drops of the HFT's. 

Previously, stress drop calculations were carried out in an exemplary way 
for one HFT by Goins et al. (10). We have extended this work and have obtained 
stress drop data for all 28 known HFT's. Basically, the the stress drop, Aa, is 
given by 

Ao a Mof 3 

where Mo is the seismic moment and f is the corner frequency of the qnake, both 
of which are determined from the quake's displacement spectrum. Mo is propor- 
tional to the amplitude of the spectrum at 0 Hz and f is the point in the spec- 
trum where the amplitude begins to drop off rapidly with increasing frequency. 
The details of the theory and analysis are given by (10, 11). 

The seismic moment, minimum corner frequency, and minimum stress drop ob- 
tained for each HFT by our analysis are given in Table 1. Only minimum corner 
frequencies and minimum stress drops could be determined because, in all cases, 
no corner frequency was found within the rather narrow frequency response range - 
of the Apollo seismometers (-0.1 to $14 Hz); hence f for all the HFT's must be 
at higher frequencies than were detectable by the Apollo systems. Because we 
can determine only the minimum stress drops of the HFT's, it is not possible 
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to determine if there are two groups, i.e., one with maximum stress drops in 
the 100 bar range and a second with maximum stress drops in the kbar range. 
Nevertheless, the data do show that three of the HFT1s do have minimum stress 
drops >1 kbar, Since such high stress, shallow moonquakz are not possible ac- 
cording to the magma ocean model, but are predicted by the initially totally 
molten model, this seismic data clearly support the latter concept. This con- 
clusion is also supported by photoselenological evidence, discussed in an ac- 
companying extended abstract (12), which shows that $2000 young, shallow 
thrust faults, on which these high stress HFT moonquakes are proposed to be 
occurring, do exist in the highlands. 
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Table 1. Seismic moment, corner frequency, and stress drop data of the HFT1s 

Moonquake Mo f A u Moonquake Mo f Au 
(Nn) (Hz (bar) (Nm) (Hz) (bar) 
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